
Putin Asserts That the US-Funded Biolabs in Ukraine Were Experimenting With
Dangerous Pathogens [VIDEO]

Description

UKRAINE: More and more people think that there’s a lot more to the story of United States-funded
Biolabs in Ukraine and around the world.

Has anyone looked into having a commission or independent investigation? You know, like the Mueller
report or the January 6th charade?

Now, ask yourself why.

“In Ukraine, there was a network of dozens of laboratories led by and financially supported by the
Pentagon, and they were carrying out military biological programs. They were experimenting with the
strains of Coronavirus, anthrax, cholera, African pig plague, and other deathly lethal pathogens. And
now they are trying to mop up the evidence of this program, but we have every reason to believe that
next to Russia in Ukraine next to Russian borders. They were basically creating components for a
biological weapon. And our numerous warnings that such developments have posed a direct threat to
the safety of Russia. They were rejected by Ukraine and by their patrons from the United States, and
they did it in a very brazen way.” – Vladimir Putin

Here’s what people are saying…

“We have been witnessing the corruption and the lies. You don’t think he knows?”

“He’s doing us a solid…never thought I’d say this…EVER!!!”

“He’s telling the truth.”

“Truth will soon be clear.”

“Trump wasn’t saying ChYna for no reason. That man played them like a violin! Trump is a very 
intelligent person & they all tried to make him out to be a dummy.”
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“They were they did, and now the world has had to pay the price of it all at the hands of a few.”

“Rumors of the U.S. making bioweapons there date back to the Obama regime (after Nuland 
overthrew the democratically-elected government.)”

“He’s right…and exposing the swamp.”

“The global Cabal must be freaking out. When a majority of the world believe Putin and Trump 
over the BBC, CNN, and CDC.”

“The media lied about the Mueller hoax. They called Hunter’s laptop from hell “Russian 
disinformation.” I would believe Putin any day over them.”
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